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Mysteries of cell size regulation
Cell size in eukaryotes
Salamander larvae
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Growth rate in G1 (α, µm3/min
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Computational model explains growth rate dependent size
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Vs=36.9 µm3 (CV 17.3%)
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Generation #
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Mass doubling time: 140 min
α = 0.004





















































Growth rate in G1 (α, µm3/min)
Glu Gal     Raf Eth•• ••
The ‘speedometer’ model
Finding the conserved cell size regulatory pathways
Building and analyzing a network of size regulators
















































ORF IDs Protein Names Attribute Systematic IDs Protein Names Attribute Protein Names TAIR iD




























SPAC13D6.05 alp11 curved TBCB At3g10220
YOL004W SIN3
larger: 
RNA Pol II complex








SPAPB1E7.02c mcl1 long WDHD1 At3g42660
… … … … … … … …
Translating yeast data to other organisms
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Size control in Arabidopsis
Measuring at various time points:
- Size of leaves
- Size of floral ramp
- Root length
- Root diameter
- Size of silique
- Number of seeds
- Size of seeds
Checking the expression of candidate 
genes in different size apple varieties 
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